The Toyota Prius - Thatcham Research sponsored What Car? Safety Award Winner 2017
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Thatcham Research Reveals the Car
Technologies of 2017 that could Save
Your Life
•

Toyota Prius the safest new car of 2017, wins this year’s What
Car? Safety Award

•

Eco-friendly model features class-leading Reverse AEB as
standard, aiming to reduce the UK’s £1.7 billion annual parking
damage bill

•

Prius also features advanced safety tech such as Pedestrian AEB,
Road Sign Assist, Lane Support and Head-Up Display

•

Safety campaigners celebrate opportunity to decrease the 400
pedestrian deaths occurring in the UK every year, as all ten
finalists carry Pedestrian AEB as standard

•

Eight out of ten finalists have some form of Lane Support System
as standard

•

Small SUVs, the Peugeot 3008 and VW Tiguan, are highly
commended

Thatcham Research, the independent automotive research centre, has
recognised the cars at the vanguard in safety, helping drivers to identify the
life and money-saving tech they should demand as standard when buying a
new car.
The What Car? Safety Award aims to increase awareness of the safest new
cars available in 2017 and, in a defining moment for safety campaigners, all
ten finalists were praised for featuring Pedestrian Autonomous Emergency
Braking (AEB) as standard. Pedestrian AEB was only introduced for Euro NCAP
testing from June 2016, with the aim of reducing the 400 pedestrian deaths
which occur on British roads every year.
Eyes on the Prius
Thatcham Research, in partnership with What Car?, have named the Toyota
Prius the safest car of 2017. Winning this year’s top What Car? Safety Award,
Toyota was praised for its unceasing commitment to safety, with many
advanced driver assistance systems fitted to the Prius as standard.
Peter Shaw, Chief Executive at Thatcham Research said, “Cars are becoming
safer every year and 2016 saw some big movement in active safety systems
being brought into more mass market vehicles. All ten vehicles considered by
the judges featured Pedestrian AEB as standard. Alfa Romeo, Audi, Ford,
Hyundai, Mercedes-Benz, Peugeot, Renault, Seat and Volkswagen therefore
all deserve high praise for raising the bar in standardised safety. However,
this year’s stand out winner is the Toyota Prius, which really went the extra

mile in affordable, standard safety tech.”
The Prius scored highly in all areas of testing, impressing the judges with its
class-leading Reverse AEB system in particular. Pedestrian AEB, Road Sign
Assist, Lane Support and Head-Up Display are also fitted as standard across
all variants.
Matthew Avery, Director of Safety Research at Thatcham Research comments,
“Reverse AEB is currently only available on around half a dozen cars
worldwide and Toyota is the first to fit this class-leading technology as
standard, along with a host of other transformative safety tech. Safety is
ingrained in Toyota DNA; all models in recent years achieved a Five-Star Euro
NCAP score. The Prius however goes one step further, achieving the highest
overall Euro NCAP result of 2016. This award recognises Toyota’s outstanding
commitment to safety, going above and beyond current testing criteria,
especially with regard to its high performance Reverse AEB system. Safety
should not have to come at a premium and the Prius is a great example of a
relatively inexpensive car which features a vast amount of safety tech as
standard.”
To AEB or not to AEB?
Testing for Pedestrian AEB systems was introduced in 2016 as the latest Euro
NCAP Five-Star award requirement, with vehicles checked to see how well
they autonomously detect and prevent collisions with pedestrians. All ten
cars judged for the What Car? Safety Award 2017 feature Pedestrian AEB as
standard, a huge step forward in vehicle safety technology and a monumental
achievement for road safety campaigners. Thatcham Research estimates that
AEB systems have the potential to save 1,100 lives and prevent more than
120,000 injuries over the next ten years.
Reverse AEB detects potential obstacles in the path of a reversing vehicle and
automatically applies the brakes to slow or stop, thus avoiding a crash.
Studies show that parking damage accounts for up to 25 per cent of all
insurance claims in the UK and 75 per cent of these are for damage caused
while reversing.
Avery continued, “The fact that all ten of the vehicles considered by the panel
featured Pedestrian AEB as standard is hugely significant. The prevalence of
this technology will save lives, full stop. We would now like to see Reverse

AEB systems becoming standard. This would not only help to avoid dented
bumpers – and dented pride – but would also offer greater protection to
those vulnerable to reversing cars, such as children, the elderly and cyclists.
At present the Prius is the only model in the UK to include Reverse AEB as
standard and not as an additional cost option. This is vital, considering the
fact that take up of optional safety packs is exceedingly low, at just three per
cent.”
Big praise for small SUVs
The small SUV segment is the fastest growing in the UK car market, surging
by 22 per cent since 2015. Highly commended vehicles, the VW Tiguan and
the Peugeot 3008, offer high levels of both passive and active safety, each
scoring well for occupant protection. This is fundamental to buyers of these
type of vehicles, due to their popularity as family cars.
The VW Tiguan and Peugeot 3008 both have IsoFix mounts as standard in the
rear to enable safe and swift child seat integration. In addition, the Tiguan
enjoys excellent adult protection scores and further standard fit safety tech
such as Head-Up Display and a Lane Support System, to help drivers keep
their focus and keep their lane.
Many of the cars tested by Euro NCAP in 2016 feature Lane Departure
Warning systems, which identify lane markings and alert the driver if crossed,
while more intelligent systems will automatically apply steering and braking
to return the car to the centre of a lane. What Car? Editor, Steve Huntingford
comments, “Unfortunately, drivers can find these systems annoying and
choose to disable them, making this potentially life-saving technology
redundant. However, the discreet, unobtrusive warnings and intelligent
automatic intervention typical of the top vehicles tested will strike a happier
medium for road users.”
As the What Car? Safety Award shines a light onto emerging life and moneysaving technologies, Thatcham Research is urging buyers to always opt for a
Five-Star Euro NCAP rated car and to look to safety packs to enhance
protection, preventing drivers from becoming one of the 1,700 people killed
every year on UK roads.

Thatcham Research is the independent voice of automotive safety & repair,
advising motorists, insurers and vehicle manufacturers to help reduce
accident frequency, severity and costs and to realise the vision of ‘Safer cars,
fewer crashes’.
As well as its world leading crash and track research, Thatcham
Research tests and accredits crash repair parts, vehicle repair technicians, and
a number of other products and services within the collision repair industry
for insurers, motor manufacturers, equipment manufacturers and suppliers.
A founder member of the international Research Council for Automobile
Repairs (RCAR), Thatcham Research has also been a member of the European
New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP) since 2004.
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